
 

 

REPORT ON RUN 393 IN DECEMBER 2019 
 

The first day of advent was an historic occasion for H4.  All will be revealed but suffice it to say at the 

outset that it was about paying homage to a venerable and venerated hasher. 

 

Cutting to the chase (and there was a fair bit of that in the morning’s proceedings) 20 or so doughty 

hashers, some dressed in seasonal garb (especially taken with Nutbush’s antlers), assembled at Iron Hill, 

just south of Liphook.  Senior hare O’er the Hill, aided by his willing accomplice Forgetmeknot, spoke 

briefly about the adventure ahead and with no further ado off swept the pack along well-worn tracks, 

aided by cow-pat sized sawdust blobs, into the hinterland.  Needless to say we were soon undone by the 

first check where we were lured into a carefully-laid false trail and indeed venturing further and faced 

often by a myriad of paths, the complexity of false trails became an enduring challenge.  We should have 

known that when O’er the Hill’s guile is added to Forgetmeknot’s energy nothing would come easy. 

 

What we were pre-warned about was a steep slippery slope where recent incessant rains on top of a deep 

carpet of leaves made descent a perilous exercise. Gently slipping and sliding the pack nevertheless 

emerged relatively unscathed but as the undulations kept coming and the terrain became even shiggy-er 

there were subsequent victims a plenty with Gamekeeper amongst them falling not once but twice. He 

“gamely” carried on.   

 

Surveying Lynchmere Common and a distant view of the Dimbleby former family home it was 

reasonable to assume that the worst was over – but no!  Taking us off-piste the trail meandered into the 

land that time forgot where a hidden bog resulted in many a wet and muddy hasher emerging from the 

treacherous undergrowth.  Only Lostfart, belying his moniker, showed acumen in taking the high ground 

and leading us out into gentler territory. 

 

A hold-check presented the opportunity for a group hug and photo with a stunning view towards 

Blackdown as a backdrop but a further test of agility awaited towards the end as the pack bounded along a 

snaking path making hips work overtime (and mine are artificial!) prancing from side to side.  At last a 

long run-in saw us home having covered all of 5+ miles. 

 

 



 

 

And so to the King’s Arms, Fernhurst, where the traditional Christmas Hash-Bash lunch was enjoyed in 

its usually rumbustious form.  Food and wine a-plenty, a few games were played (OK, the human chess 

game needs more practice) and speeches were made.   

 

And this is where I bring readers (if you’re still with me) back to the beginning.  Ravinous Curls, 

assuming the mantle of Grand Master-elect spoke endearingly about his predecessor, the Ayatollah, who 

was standing down as H4 Grand Master after 32 years (!)  Rightly lauded with gifts from a grateful pack 

he responded that he wasn’t being put out to grass just yet – as a hasher and “hash-cash” he continues.  

Fellow H4 founder, O’er the Hill chipped in with some amusing tales about the Ayatollah including when 

as hare he got lost setting the trail(“it was foggy day”, said Ayatollah)  and then Ravinous Curls 

mentioned something about O’er the Hill himself, having set his last ever trail (surely not “hare today, 

gone tomorrow”!).  To cap it all, he then suggested setting a few longer trails next year for those of a 

healthy bent – a remark that was rather lost on the older brigade.   

 

Anyway a good time was had by all and our thanks to joint hares for laying on a gummy appetiser. 

 

Merry Crimble and happy Hogmanay.           

 

Doug MaraThow 
 


